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Are You a Drone or Quadcopter Owner Looking to Explore Unique Business or Recreational

Opportunities?Youâ€™re about to learn over two dozen unbelievable uses for your unmanned aerial

vehicle (UAV) you may have never dreamed were possible, until now. The Wonderful World of

Quadcopters and Drones: 28 Creative Uses for Recreation and Business is the latest in bestselling

author Eric Hallâ€™s Drone and Quadcopter series about this fascinating technology.ËƒËƒËƒ What

will this book tell you?-How to properly navigate FAA regulations-A brief history-Recreational,

competitive games-How a drone can be used to capture photos and video of important events-How

a drone cannot be used at this time-Unique ideas for the hobbyist or business owner-So, so much

moreBegin exploring incredible personal and commercial possibilities and learn the many ways

UAVs are changing the world as we know it, from the construction of homes and buildings to

education, farming and fishing. Society has been, and will continue to be, positively impacted by the

use of drones.Most of all, you will learn how quadcopters change the perspectives from which you

view the world and, through that process, broaden your experiences and add new depth and

dimension to them. The author is an avid and seasoned flyer who knows the ins and outs, the ups

and downs of the industry and he is passionate about sharing his knowledge with those who wish to

go beyond the ordinary. ËƒËƒËƒ Are you ready for an exciting new adventure? Scroll up and get

your copy today!
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Prior to reading â€œThe Wonderful World of Quadcopters and Drones: 28 Creative Uses for

Recreation and Business,â€• the extent of my drone knowledge was limited to the controversy over

military involvement in other countries, and if the US government was using or had the potential to

use drones to spy on it's own citizens now or in the future. However, over the winter our local news

station shared pictures regularly that a viewer with a drone was able to take of the Michigan side of

the Lake Michigan shoreline. I, along with several children I know were fascinated by the ice

formations that we previously had never been able to see before.My boyfriend bought a drone for

his nephews in China and the have had a tremendous amount of fun and shared more of their lives

with him then they have been able to since their family relocated there. Reading this book has

helped me better understand the potential, both the good and bad, that comes with the future of

unmanned aerial vehicles.The greatest feature of Eric Hall's book is hands down the explanation of

FAA regulations as they are currently and as they may evolve as the stricter regulations are relaxed

for more freedom of use commercially. In this regard, this book is a wonderful reference guide for

anyone looking to purchase and enjoy UAV's. I was also surprised to learn of all the ways UAV's

have helped the global society, from working to reseed the foolishly destroyed rain-forests to aiding

in search rescue operations in remote area's of the world. The possibilities for meaningful, profound

enhancement of life are astonishing. However, there is a hidden danger when considering

consistent use of UAV's in everyday life.
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